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ABSTRACT 
 

Musical theater has long been a conduit for the human experience. Whether an 
audience is witnessing the wedding of two elated lovers or looking on as a band of 
warriors storms the battlements, the goal of the international theater-goer remains the 
same: to find themselves in the work. This is not to say that the average person hopes 
to become an actor, but rather that theater can be a cathartic experience in which one’s 
own personal abilities or shortcomings are made evident through the fictitious 
experiences of a character. A good on-stage portrayal holds up a proverbial mirror to 
mankind in such a way that an audience member might find themselves reexamining 
their relationships with their romantic partners, their children, their parents, and even 
their God. While this assertion presides over the physical realm, I hope to extend its 
properties to the metaphysical realm with an in-depth examination of the great 
unknown: death.  

By examining six existing musical theater pieces and comparing them to my 
own original compositions, I intend to explore the human understanding of mortality 
and death through a musical and theatrical lens. In the same way that one might see 
similarities between themselves and an on-stage character, I assert that an audience 
member’s understanding of death could be deepened and improved by a character’s 
death-related experience (be it someone else’s or their own.) To illustrate my point, I 
will compare and contrast the six existing pieces with my three original pieces, using 
theoretical, lyrical, and subject-matter analyses to closely examine the way in which 
an on-stage character experiences or relates to death. In the composition of my own 
original pieces, I will endeavor to not only draw inspiration from the six existing 
pieces, but also to represent the experience of three characters as they relate to their 
own deaths, the deaths of loved ones, and the possibility of taking their own lives 
(respectively.) 

This examination of the minds and lives of on-stage characters will, in turn, 
serve to reflect on the human condition as a whole. While many of the world’s most 
famous musicals deal with difficult concepts (such as war, poverty, and racism), death 
continues to be one of the most mentioned subjects. This document will continue the 
discussion of mortality and death-related content as it pertains to the American stage 
while simultaneously searching to contextualize this conversation for a modern 
audience through the composition of a new work. 
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1 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: EXPLORATIONS IN DEATH   

The matter of death has long been debated by scholars, theoreticians, and holy 

men, though the literature reveals more questions than answers; is there life after 

death, or nothingness? Will a person’s fate be decided by their life and deeds on earth, 

and if so, how? Does the manner of a person’s death affect the manner of their 

afterlife? As these questions persist, scholars and artists have found a number of ways 

to respond to the mysterious beyond, and music is no different. Depictions of death 

have long been a staple in the composition of opera and operetta, venturing as far back 

as Henry Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas (1688) and occurring as recently in modern 

operatic composition as Jake Heggie’s Dead Man Walking (2000).1 The symbolism 

and imagery associated with death have likewise been standardized over the years, 

beginning with the more nominal “skull and cross bones,” and extending as far as 

crows and black cats. The presentation of death in music has also taken different forms 

in that its presence can occur symbolically in the melody, harmony, or rhythm of a 

piece.  

 When discussing the musical and theatrical arts, the audience member is an 

essential part of the equation. Before a writer or composer goes to great lengths to 

assemble a piece for the stage, they must ask themselves what brings the modern man 

or woman to the theater. While some seek visual or audial spectacle, many find 

                                                
1 Arthur Elson, A History of Opera, (New York, Gardners Books, 2007), 168. 
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themselves undertaking a more complicated pursuit as they seek to find evidence that 

they themselves are somehow present in the on-stage work. Whether this means 

uncovering a shared history with one of the characters or realizing that, in the 

mundane, that their fictional counterpart is also allergic to peanuts, modern audiences 

seek not only viewership, but partnership. David Rothenberg says of this phenomenon: 

Along with the artist, the audience enters the performance area as a participant—or, 
ideally, the audience disappears as the distinction between doer and viewer…begins to 
blur. For this the tribal/oral is a particularly clear model, often referred to by the 
creators of the 1960’s [sic] happenings and the theatrical pieces that invited, even 
coerced, audience participation toward an ultimate democratizing of the arts.2  

 
As audiences indulge in this level of participation, they are engaging in a 

psychological exercise that leads them to contextualize their own human experience 

within the experience of on-stage characters. This theory can be extended to the 

question of death; while mankind has still yet to uncover the truth of the afterlife and 

what lies beyond this mortal plane, an audience member in the theater could 

theoretically realize their own understanding (or even fear of) death through the 

experience of a fictional character.  

 To fully understand the modern theater-goer’s ability to contextualize death in 

a theatrical idiom, one must first examine the modern person’s understanding of and 

feelings on the matter of death itself. Chapman University, located in Orange, 

California, conducts an annual study on common American fears. The results show 

that while “death” does indeed appear on the list of the top ten most common fears, it 

                                                

2 Richard Schechner, Ritual Play and Performance: Readings in the Social Sciences 
Theater,  (Seattle, Seabury Press, 1977), 47. 
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is the death of a loved one and not one’s own death that plagues the mind of the 

modern American. These findings suggest that a person’s ability to compartmentalize 

their own fear of death is a self-motivated and self-contained principle that does not 

necessarily extend to their family and friends. Perhaps this delusion suggests that a 

person believes that they have more control over their own death than they do over the 

death of another.3 Though these findings pertain specifically to the 1,190 Americans 

polled in the year 2018, the Chapman study explains that fears are trend-based and 

change-based on the given year or decade. Archived studies reveal that dying was the 

most common national fear as recently as 2008, though this fear has since given way 

its first-place ranking to snakes, public speaking, and more recently, pollution and 

corruption of government officials. The question of America’s fascination with death 

and mortality then begs the more complicated question: if the population does not 

overwhelmingly fear death, what inspires their fascination with the related literature, 

be it written or performed? Acclaimed author J.K. Rowling says of death: “…to the 

well-organized mind, death is but the next great adventure.”4 Rowling introduces the 

point that a person’s ability to understand, compartmentalize, and process the subject 

of death, (be it their own or someone else’s), is optimally achieved through the act of 

mental organization. In a time when the average American is unquestionably 

responsible for their own image, due in large part to their ability to manipulate their 

                                                
3 Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences, and The Earl Babbie 
Research Center, “The Chapman University Survey on American Fears,” (Orange, 
Chapman University Press, 2018), 4.   
4 J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, (New York, Scholastic Inc., 
2018), 282. 
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online presence (i.e., Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc.,) and in small part to the 

myriad of readily available self-improvement options (i.e., therapy via iPhone app, 

plastic surgery, increased access to information and literature,) a person is more likely 

to transfer their energy from the monotony of personal upkeep to the large-scale 

problems of the global community. This increased ability to control one’s own image 

can subsequently manifest itself as a need to metaphorically supplant one’s self into 

common public arenas, such as politics and theater. It is this need that encourages 

Americans to seek common ground with politicians, television personalities, and 

fictional characters; this phenomenon also explains how the most common fear in 

America transitioned from “death” (2008) to “corruption of government officials” 

(2018) in a matter of ten years.5 Just as the physical and mental amenities of the 

modern age have made management of the self so attainable, they have also 

preliminarily removed fear of the unknown. Modern audience members arrive at the 

theater with a deep sense of certainty and self-assuredness that allows them to seek 

their existence within the fictional portrayal of on-stage characters, and it is through 

this action that an audience member’s understanding of multi-faceted concepts, such 

as death, can be improved.  

 Death presents itself in many forms, but for the purpose of this document, will 

be examined through three perspectives: 1) the perspective of one who is currently 

                                                

5 Sheila R. Woody, “Specific Fears and Phobias,” Oxford Clinical Psychology, 
(Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2015), 566.  
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dying, 2) the perspective of an onlooker, and 3) the perspective of one who seeks 

death by suicide. Instances of these perspectives will be explored and discussed within 

the orchestral and operatic idioms, after which six pieces of modern musical theater 

literature will be compared and contrasted with an original song cycle to provide an 

in-depth analysis of the ways in which death is being actively portrayed and 

understood on the American stage. These examinations will be thematically and 

historically ordered to properly reflect their relationships to one another and to show 

socio-political trends as they occur within the globalized artistic community.  

 

Depictions of Death in Orchestral Music 

 

Death has long been one of the many thematic front-runners in Western 

orchestral music, beginning with the historically religious and cultural fascination with 

the crucifixion of Christ. At a time when music was a widely church-funded art form, 

specifically during the medieval period, religious subject matter was prevalent and 

music was most often composed for holidays and nationwide events.6 It was during 

this time that death began to take on one of the audible characteristics that is still 

associated with it to this day: the minor scale. Though emotional associations to 

various structures in music have long been the focus of interest and study, there is no 

conclusive answer as to why a listener might find a major scale to be happy and a 

minor scale to be sad; some musical lecturers suggest that this phenomenon might be 

                                                
6 W. Thomas Marrocco, The Oxford Anthology of Music: Medieval Music, (London, 
Oxford University Press, 1977), 125.  
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the result of cultural conditioning. If one is told at a young age that minor scales sound 

sad, a popular teaching trope in Western pedagogy, a student will then use this 

distinction as an identifier for certain types of sounds.7  Some musicologists have 

speculated that the Medieval church’s affinity for certain types of intervals created an 

aversion to other intervals, like the tritone (augmented fourth/diminished fifth.)8 This 

aversion to the tritone was reflected in the church’s preference for perfect fourths and 

perfect fifths, so named for the fact that they are neither major nor minor when 

sounded alone.9  

 The medieval church’s influence directly affected the psychology of music for 

many hundreds of years, and is arguably still in effect to this day; while tritones are no 

longer considered to be “of the devil,”10 they remain a contentious sound to the 

Western ear and are often used to signal something dangerous or uncomfortable within 

the programming of musical work. Hector Berlioz, for instance, wrote his famous 

Symphonie Fantastique while enduring the timeless pain of romantic rejection. A 

programmatic work intended to be listened to with Berlioz’s own program notes in 

hand, this work tells the story of a writer’s ill-fated love affair, the tragic events of 

which lead him to take a dangerous trip on opium. The writer then experiences 

delirious episodes during which he imagines himself murdering his beloved, standing 

trial for the crime, and being publicly executed by hangman’s noose. The audience 

then becomes privy to a brief look at the writer’s afterlife, which is inhabited by 

                                                
7 Siu-Lan Tan, Psychology of Music: from Sound to Significance, (London, Routledge 
Publishing, 2018), 17. 
8 Marrocco, The Oxford Anthology of Music: Medieval Music, 126-127. 
9 Ibid., 12. 
10 Ibid., 127.  
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witches, ghosts, and goblins; the piece then comes to a bitter end, insinuating that the 

writer has gone to hell to pay for his earthly crimes.  

 The fourth movement of this symphony, which is colloquially known as March 

to the Scaffold takes on a more tongue-in-cheek perspective with its use of the major 

scale, which utilizes a repeating dotted eighth and sixteenth note pattern to give the 

illusion of a light-hearted skipping pattern. This skipping pattern contrasts heavily 

with the darker, more ominous story-related undercurrents, and suggests that the 

protagonist is fearful, but resolved. The fifth movement, however, uses a more 

traditional texture to paint a musical picture of the afterlife witches, and begins with an 

ominous A# fully diminished seventh chord (pictured below.)  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1.1.: A# fully diminished seven chord, Berlioz, Hector. Symphonie 
Fantastique, Op. 14, Mvmt. 5, m.3. London, 1830.  
 

Employing a fully diminished seventh chord uses close harmonies and intense 

chromaticism to give the listener a sense of foreboding as Berlioz’s protagonist begins 

his journey in the afterlife, a technique that was used consistently throughout the 

twentieth century, most notably in silent films.11 The movement continues with many 

                                                
11 A common tactic in Western pedagogy is reminding young students that the fully 
diminished seventh chord is often present when the unlucky love interest finds herself tied to 
the train tracks while the hero tries in vain to reach her, a common plot point in many silent 
films. 
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fast-moving string patterns and heavily concentrated inner modulations; this tactic 

removes the listener’s sense of balance and makes it difficult to remember the pitch 

center. This removal of the tonic reflects the protagonist’s emotional and mental spiral 

as he descends into true and utter madness, dizzied by his earthly sins and sentenced to 

an afterlife surrounded by the vicious paranormal.  

 While Symphonie Fantastique uses program notes and musical context clues to 

allude to death and mortality, Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder utilizes the sorrowful texts 

of Friederich Rückert to tell the dark tale of a father who loses his two children to 

scarlet fever. The Kindertotenlieder belong to the late-romantic period and use a 

combination of emblematic nineteenth century expressionism and early twentieth 

century chromaticism in a way that speaks heavily of the sociopolitical context into 

which these pieces were born. The texts, which Mahler set for voice and orchestra in 

1904, are presented as a song cycle during which the father, confused by grief and 

worried about his wife, remembers his two children and confesses to seeing their 

ghosts in his home.12 The first song in the Kindertotenlieder employs a much simpler 

texture than one familiar with Mahler’s symphonies might expect, a compositional 

tactic that lays the lyrics bare for the listener’s ear; the harmonic content is initially 

minor, if not highly chromatic, but modulates to major at the start of the second song. 

Rückert’s tragic poetry describes the father, who has reached an emotional fever-pitch, 

desperately attempting to resuscitate his dead children and succeeding for one 

delusional, fleeting moment. The father is briefly reunited with his son and daughter 

                                                
12 Eda Sagarra, “Friedrich Rückert’s Kindertotenlieder,” Representations of Childhood Death 
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2000), 156. 
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but only in his mind, and soon awakens from his dreams to find that all is as it was, 

and he is alone. This song cycle employs two very different musical moods to make 

the difference between reality and delusion more obvious to the listener. The spare 

harmonic motion and dark melodic texture in the first song, for instance, paint a 

grievous picture of a father lost in tragedy. In contrast, the freely flowing major 

arpeggios and higher, more fanciful tessitura of the second song take the listener deep 

within the father’s delusion.  

 Though Berlioz and Mahler were contemporaries, both strong players in the 

Romantic era, their approaches to death are very different. While both men chose to 

examine death through the guise of fantasy, Berlioz felt the need to conceive an 

unrealistic scenario through which he could experience murder, his own death, and his 

subsequent afterlife. Mahler utilized poetry that, while dependent on the imagination, 

was less paranormal and more grounded in reality. Rückert used the realistic world to 

contextualize the unrealistic scenarios in his poetry, such as using his wife’s height to 

imagine how big or small his children’s ghosts would look if they stood beside her in a 

doorway.13 While Berlioz was able to portray death and death-related imagery with the 

use of program notes and context clues, Mahler’s work was more easily understood at 

the time of its premiere because of his use of poetry and lyrics. The audience’s ability 

to follow along with the subtleties of the text allowed for a more complete 

communication of the concept, while Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique was badly 

misunderstood, if not disliked, by the majority of its opening night audience.  

                                                
13 Ibid., 158. 
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Depictions of Death in Opera and Operetta  

While Berlioz struggled to make his music understood, nineteenth century 

opera succeeded in captivating audiences worldwide. Often considered the golden age 

of opera,14 the nineteenth century saw the arrival of many stylistic hallmarks, such as 

bel canto, verismo, and gesamtkunstwerk. While opera had long been considered a 

highly dramatic art form, the late 1800s produced art and music that reflected the 

lavish monarchical lifestyles and elaborate architecture of the time. Verismo, a style 

born from the Italian word meaning “realism,” glorified the true nature of man and 

mandated that on-stage productions should reflect the life and times of the common 

man. Giacomo Puccini’s La Boheme, often considered one of the greatest operatic 

works of all time, takes the subjects of poverty, love, and grief, and displays them on 

the stage with soaring, charismatic melodies and an endearing ensemble cast. The age-

old tragedy tells the story of several communal artists living in Paris in the 1800s, all 

masters of their own art forms; while they have little to eat and are unable to afford 

firewood, they are dedicated to their art and insist on creating even in the presence of 

adversity. Rudolfo, a writer and our primary protagonist, meets Mimi, a down-on-her-

luck seamstress who comes to his apartment seeking a light for her candle. Their 

romance soon blossoms and becomes the central theme of the opera, though difficult 

times beset the friends when Mimi grows terminally ill with tuberculosis. In the final 

moments of the piece, Mimi passes away and leaves Rudolfo to grieve in his dark, 

cold, apartment surrounded by his loving friends.  Puccini borrowed this storyline 

                                                
14 Malcolm MacDonald, Oxford Illustrated History of Opera (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994), 185. 
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from Henri Murger’s novel Scènes de la vie de bohème,15 and his effort was met with 

an overwhelmingly positive audience response, a fact that many musicologists 

attribute to the show’s many relatable themes and motifs. La Bohème’s central topics 

of love, positivity in the face of poverty, and loyalty, reflected the nationalism so 

prevalent in Western Europe at this time. While the wealth disparity between the 

lower and upper classes was great, the people were emboldened by the presence of 

war and conflict, and still maintained a strong sense of country throughout both the 

Industrial Revolution and the Romantic era. 

 Puccini treats Mimi’s death almost reverentially in his music, specifying in his 

stage directions that Mimi is to die without sung interference. Mimi passes away right 

as the orchestra strikes a strong, lush B major chord, the dominant chord of the key, 

and is then sung into the afterlife by Rudolfo, who sings “Mimi” on a high G# as a 

keening, grief-filled wail (see fig. 1.2.) To highlight a main character’s death with 

such orchestral fanfare, and in the bright sounding E major sonority, is a stylistic 

choice that reflects the trope of the “upbeat beggar,” so popular in the late 1800s.  

  

 

 

 

 

                                                
15 Ibid., 295.  

Fig 1.2., Mimi’s Death. Puccini, Giacomo, La Bohème, Act V, R. 

31, 1896. 
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Puccini treats Mimi’s death as a tragedy, but one that can be overcome; the last 

measures of the piece can be considered foreshadowing for the lives of those who 

remain, a sunrise over the dark Parisian landscape under which Rudolfo and his 

friends can find the strength to carry on. The major sonority does not, however, lessen 

the feeling of loss when Rudolfo screams out the name of his beloved. Puccini’s work 

serves as a reminder that while the medieval adage of “major keys are happy and 

minor keys are sad” holds true in some musical contexts, the music can also function 

as a living storyteller and manipulate the audience response with timing, expression, 

and space.   

 While opera remained the musical focus of late nineteenth century vocal 

literature, it was soon joined by operetta, a light-hearted and often comical operatic 

genre that required the same amount of musicality on the part of the performers, but 

half of the mental involvement on the part of the audience. Gilbert and Sullivan, the 

composer/lyricist team responsible for such international hits as HMS Pinafore, The 

Mikado, and Pirates of Penzance, arrived on the scene in 1871 and delighted European 

audiences with a slew of operettas that addressed hard-hitting thematic elements 

through a comedic lens.  

 The Mikado, Gilbert and Sullivan’s most frequently performed work, tells the 

story of a small Japanese town that is governed by the mysterious Mikado. The 

Mikado, usually absent from town life, has left several unwitting magistrates in charge 

of the town’s daily goings on and the townspeople often find themselves embroiled in 

the odd bureaucratic mess. Though the intricate plot is, like with many Gilbert and 
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Sullivan operettas, very complicated, the crux of the show is Nanki-Poo’s relationship 

with Yum-Yum. 

The first act ends with young Nanki-Poo threatening suicide. Unable to reunite 

with his true love, Yum-Yum, Nanki-Poo sees no other option but to take his own life 

and enters the stage with a noose draped comically around his neck. The other 

characters are then able to come up with a solution that would allow Nanki-Poo to 

marry Yum-Yum for the duration of a month, after which he would allow himself to 

be buried alive. This solution hinges on the fact that suicide is a “capital offense” in 

their town of Titipu, and that a man would be better off buried alive than dead from 

apparent suicide. While going forward with their wedding plans, Yum-Yum and 

Nanki-Poo discover that Titipu law dictates that should a man be sentenced to live 

burial, his wife must join him and endure the same fate. Yum-Yum and Nanki-Poo 

then join their antagonist, Ko-Ko, in singing a light-sounding trio called Here’s a 

How-de-do. 16 

Here’s a How-de-do comments on the plight of the characters and uses the 

phrase “here’s a how-de-do” to portray the same meaning as the English adage, “well, 

how do you like that.” This sentiment, which speaks to both the tragedy and the irony 

of the situation, is set to a quick, march-like melody that uses a simplistic step-wise 

pattern in its verses. The song never falls into a minor tonality or gives even the merest 

audible hint of sadness, despite what are usually comically mournful faces on the part 

                                                
16 Harold Orel, Gilbert and Sullivan: Interviews and Recollections (London: 
Macmillan, 1995), 124. 
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of the performers, and the audience is left with the sense that the circumstances of our 

ill-fated protagonists can be improved upon before the finale. While Puccini used 

foreshadowing during the third act of La Bohème, alerting the audience to the 

possibility that tragedy might befall Mimi before the final curtain, Gilbert and Sullivan 

spend most of their musical breath assuring the audience that their beloved characters 

will make it through the finale unharmed. To further assure the audience that Yum-

Yum and Nanki-Poo will be rewarded with a positive outcome, composer Arthur 

Sullivan uses the Western familiarity with V-I motion to allow the audience an 

element of participation. (see fig. 1.3.) As Nanki-Poo, Yum-Yum, and Ko-Ko bring 

the trio to a close, they end their final chorus in unison on the notes B3 and B4; the 

audience is then able to imagine the V-I motion that would bring the song to a fitting 

conclusion, achieving a level of certainty and stability that would otherwise be 

impossible without a return to the tonic. True to the style, Nanki-Poo, Yum-Yum, and 

Ko-ko usually reprise their rendition of Here’s a how-de-do, performing an encore of 

the song that is sung at almost twice the speed of the original. 17 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
17 This element was not introduced during Gilbert and Sullivan’s time but became 
popular in the early 1900s as operetta fought to remain relevant in a changing art form 
then heavily reliant on spectacle.   

Fig 1.3., Gilbert and Sullivan, The Mikado, “Here’s a how-de-do,” No. 15, 1885. 
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Transitioning to Realism 

 
Though operetta broke from the trend that defined most of the late-Romantic 

period, art and literature as a whole saw a decided return to realism. “Realism” refers 

to a manner of writing or performing that is truthful and realistic in terms of its 

characterizations and portrayals. Writers such as Alexandre Dumas, Anton Chekov, 

and Henrik Ibsen ushered this trend onto the new world stage in the late nineteenth 

century and it has been the prevalent theatrical art form for nearly 140 years.18 While 

death was mentioned, referenced, and sometimes centric to works written before the 

arrival of realism, the addition of asides, soliloquys, and excessively stylized or 

heightened language erected a metaphorical barrier between the performers and the 

audience. Because the audience was able to recognize the specific aspects of pre-

realism theater that did not directly reflect the real-life experience, their understanding 

of staged plays and musicals was that of someone removed from the circumstances. A 

person’s ability to see themselves in onstage work is directly related to how closely 

their lives are mimicked by the actors and with the arrival of realism, all barriers 

between the audience and the stage were effectively removed. This removal gave way 

to the musical theater genre that current theater goers are more familiar with: a work 

that exists somewhere in the space between an operetta and a play, utilizing the hook-

centric melodic phrasing of an operetta and the hyper-realism of the modern play to 

create a more complete creative expression.  

                                                
18 Jean Benedetti, ,The Art of the Actor: the Essential History of Acting, from Classical 
Times to the Present Day (London: Methuen Drama, 2008), 14. 
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CHAPTER II 

ANALYSIS OF SIX MUSICAL THEATER PIECES 
 
 The following musical theater pieces have been chosen for this analysis in 

large part due to their relevance to one of the three previously mentioned death 

perspectives, but also because of their correlation to the three original songs discussed 

in Chapter III of this document. To fully understand their connection to the three 

original pieces, an in-depth analysis of their structural and musical function must be 

performed.  

Death from the Perspective of the Dying 
 

The songs chosen for this section are being delivered by a character who is in 

the process of passing away during the song or will assuredly pass away soon after 

their song is finished.  

 “How Glory Goes” 
 

While not the most well-known of Adam Guettel’s musicals, Floyd Collins 

was met with highly complementary reviews upon its 1996 off-Broadway premiere.19 

Guettel, who is the grandson of famed composer Richard Rodgers, started out his 

Broadway career with few well-known credits, but a loyal underground following. His 

fame solidified in 2005 with the opening of The Light in the Piazza, which would go 

on to win six Tony awards and employ a revolving door of well-known Broadway 

actors.20 While Floyd Collins is rarely performed, it’s most famous song is often 

                                                
19 Scott Miller, Strike up the Band: a New History of Musical Theatre (Portsmouth, 
NH, NH: Heinemann, 2007), 344. 
20 Ibid., 345. 
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excerpted and has been recorded and performed by the likes of Broadway legends 

Audra MacDonald, Jay Armstrong Johnson, and Kelli O’Hara. 

 “How Glory Goes” is what Broadway professionals would call the “eleven 

o’clock number,” a term used to refer to show-stopping pieces that take place just 

before the final curtain and often represent a change as it pertains to the protagonist.21 

(see appendix A.) Floyd, the eponymous main character, has lived a life fraught with 

criminal behavior and is currently serving his time in a coal mine in Pennsylvania. 

When the mine caves in, leaving Floyd stranded below, he endures several agonizing 

hours of solitary confinement as the townspeople and his own family struggle to free 

him from the rubble. When it becomes clear that Floyd will die in the mine, he resigns 

himself to his fate and begins to wonder about the afterlife.  

 Guettel uses a common ABABCBB phrase structure, which is germane to the 

musical theatre genre and appears quite frequently in late twentieth century music. The 

A-section sees Floyd trying to guess the specifics of the afterlife, wondering “is it 

warm?” and if he’ll “feel a kind of grace.” The harmonic content below the vocal line 

in the A-section reflects the g-minor tonality, but simultaneously clouds it with quintal 

chords and added second and seventh scale degrees. While the ostinato G-pattern in 

the left-hand aids in tonicizing the figure, the repeated F’s and A’s in the right-hand 

could potentially allude to a D6 chord, which would be a V6 chord within the context 

of the line. This uncertain tonality directly reflects Floyd’s own uncertainty about 

death and the possibility of an afterlife, which transforms into excitement for the 

                                                
21 Ibid., 16. 
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unknown as he reaches the B-section. The B-section is decidedly major in tonality and 

uses an open fifth chord, a Southern part-song import, throughout the section. It is 

during this section that Floyd first says, “Only heaven knows how glory goes,” 

meaning that only God knows the truth of the afterlife. Guettel then uses an ascending 

chromatic pattern during the C-section, which sees Floyd wondering if his mother will 

be with him in Heaven. He states that “she will hold him just the same,” as the 

ascending chromatic pattern begins to play underneath, a symbolic nod to his 

ascension into Heaven. Guettel is implying that Floyd’s realization that his mother 

could be waiting for him is the deciding factor that allows him to shed his earthly 

chains and greet Death, who arrives to claim Floyd as the dynamic markings reach a 

fever pitch at forte. As Floyd sings that he “can see so far,” he holds an F4 which then 

becomes a pedal point under which the harmony follows a III-VI-I-iv pattern that 

could also be contextualized as a V-I-iii-vi in the relative minor key of Eb.  

 Guettel presents death as a mystery, something to be feared until it becomes 

familiar. As Floyd is able to compartmentalize the experience of leaving the earthly 

world behind and accepting the heavenly world beyond, he reaches an emotional and 

mental nirvana that leads him to cry with abandon as he passes over.  

 
“You Gotta Die Sometime” 

 
William Finn’s Falsettos has gone through a number of versions and revisions. 

The most recent incarnation of the show contains bits and pieces from the three earlier 

versions, respectively called The Falsettos, Falsettoland, and In Trousers, but the plot 
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has remained relatively untouched throughout the show’s life cycle.22 As the 1970’s 

become the 1980’s, Trina, a wife and mother in suburban New Jersey, is shocked to 

learn that her husband Marvin has not only taken up with another man, but is insisting 

that his wife and son entertain his lover, Whizzer, as though he were a member of their 

family. Just when life seems to have settled into a normal (if not slightly 

uncomfortable) rhythm, Whizzer is diagnosed with HIV/AIDS and the family is 

forced to confront the reality of Whizzer’s approaching death.23  

Whizzer, a sarcastic and biting character, sings about his mortality in “You 

Gotta Die Sometime,” a song that is both plain-spoken and profound (see Appendix 

B.) He relates the experience of being told that he is going to die by asking, “Doctor, 

in plain English, tell me why was I chosen, why me of all men?” This question is 

punctuated by the orchestra, which plays in unison with the melody line. Whizzer then 

jokes somberly with the doctor, “Doctor, here’s the good part, at least death means I’ll 

never be scared about dying again.” These two lines mimic the same delivery system 

as a joke, with the antecedent portion of the phrase serving as the set-up, and the 

consequent portion responding as a punchline. Whizzer goes on to sing the hook, 

“You gotta die sometime,” holding out the syllables “some” and “time” as though he 

were sighing heavily.  

                                                
22 Richard Ridge, “THEN AND NOW: Welcome Back to Falsettoland with the 
Original Broadway Cast- Getting to Broadway,” BroadwayWorld.com, September 14, 
2016, https://www.broadwayworld.com/article/THEN-AND-NOW-Welcome-Back-
to-Falsettoland-with-the-Original-Broadway-Cast--Getting-to-Broadway-20160914. 
23 Ibid., 1.   
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This sardonic attitude falls away as Whizzer personifies Death, going so far as 

to sexualize him. Whizzer sings, “[Death] takes me in his arms and lets me hold his 

face, he holds me in his arms and whispers something funny, he lifts me in his arms 

and tells me to embrace his attack.” He later speaks of Death again, saying, “Death’s a 

funny pal with a weird sort of talent. He puts his arms around my neck and walks me 

to my bed. He pins me up against the wall and kisses me like crazy.” Underneath this 

melodic line, Finn utilizes polytonality in the accompaniment with a C Major chord in 

the bass and a D Major chord in the treble. This effectively decentralizes the tonality 

to a point that both Whizzer and the audience are caught up in his delusions until the 

tonic returns, along with more sarcastic assertions. The simplistic cabaret texture of 

“You Gotta Die Sometime” approaches Death with a nonchalance that is intermittently 

poisoned by the reality of the physical world. Whizzer’s language is also straight-

forward and working class in a way that makes his point of view easier for the 

common man to understand.      

Death from the Perspective of the Onlooker 
 
 The songs being discussed in this section are being delivered by a character, or 

characters, who are mourning the death of a loved one. The term “onlooker” does not 

necessarily mean that the singer was present at the time of the death and can be 

commenting secondarily.  

 
 “’Til We Reach That Day” 
 
 Ragtime, the hit Broadway musical based off of E.L. Doctorow’s famous novel 

of the same name, premiered to great acclaim in 1998. Composer/Lyricist team 
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Stephen Flaherty and Lynn Ahrens had already written several musicals together, most 

notably Once on This Island, and were eager to attach their names to a well-known 

work like Ragtime. The piece would prove to be their greatest accomplishment and 

would go on to win several Tony’s and Olivier Awards during both its original run on 

Broadway and also its subsequent revivals.24  

Ragtime takes place in early twentieth century New York and describes the 

city through the eyes of three very different ethnic communities: upper-class white 

Americans, middle-class Jewish Americans, and lower-class African Americans. A 

young African American woman named Sarah, originally played by Audra 

MacDonald, is beaten to death by a group of white men and later mourned by the 

black community as they try to imagine a world in which their lives are not constantly 

belittled and endangered. Sarah leaves behind her lover, Coalhouse, who serves as a 

leader in the black neighborhood and has traditionally lived a life free of restriction or 

worry. His love for Sarah and regret that he was not with her at the time of her death 

lead him to mourn her in “’Til We Reach That Day” (see Appendix C.) 

Coalhouse begins the song by screaming, a raw and unbridled emotional 

response to the agony of seeing the love of his life beaten beyond recognition. The 

song uses a chorus of singers to a great effect, moving in stepwise eighth note patterns 

to mimic the moaning of a mourning crowd. Coalhouse then sings this same pattern, 

asking desperately what they did “to his baby.” Sarah’s female friends enter in and 

respond bitterly in a three-part minor chord built upon the sixth scale degree, that 

                                                
24 Miller, Strike up the Band: a New History of Musical Theatre, 178. 
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Sarah’s attackers cared little for her humanity and decided to “beat her and beat her 

and beat her.” The song reaches its climax as the Jewish Americans arrive on the 

scene, singing that America is a dangerous place and allying themselves with the 

African American community. This alliance will serve as a major plot point in the 

second act, during which Coalhouse promises his revenge on Sarah’s killers and 

declares a war on New York City. “Til We Reach That Day” functions alternatively as 

a protest song, continuously setting the word “peace” on a melodic ascent and the 

word “day” as a melodic apex. 25 Flaherty and Ahrens use the different perspectives in 

this song to paint a more complete picture of grief and mourning. While Coalhouse’s 

first reaction is to seek physical retribution, Sarah’s female friends immediately raise 

their hands to pray for safer times; this sends the clear message that men and women 

process death differently. 

 
 “Anyway” 
 

Kait Kerrigan and Brian Lowdermilk were some of the first musical theatre 

composers to utilize YouTube as a quick and effective way of proliferating their 

music. Instead of composing pieces for specific characters in a full-length musical, 

Kerrigan and Lowdermilk found themselves drawn to the idea of writing one-off 

pieces for characters that audiences might hear from once and then never meet again. 

This anonymity brought with it a certain freedom; if a character could appear once, 

                                                
25 This method of text-setting is also prevalent in the opening of Ragtime, during 
which the word “time” is given melodic, expressive, and harmonic emphasis 
throughout the song. This emphasis is meant to highlight both the passing of time and 
also the changing of the times.   
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speak their peace, and then never reappear for the same audience twice, the freedom of 

delivery grew ten-fold. A character’s meaning could be taken literally instead of being 

contextualized within the songs they had already sung or had yet to sing in a full-

length show. Kerrigan and Lowdermilk also set out to write pieces for the modern 

performer; with the average age of the Broadway auditioner getting lower by the year, 

the duo saw a need for a new kind of song that sought relatability to the millennial 

generation. 26 

It was this desire that led to the conception of Tales from the Bad Years, a 

song-cycle/concert show that functioned similarly to a full-length musical but 

abandoned the need for set pieces or costumes. Tales from the Bad Years finds a group 

of hopelessly intertwined twenty-somethings seeking answers as they experience love 

and loss in the city. Though many songs from the show are excerpted and sung as 

stand alones for cabarets and concerts, “Anyway” is one of the lesser known pieces 

and is rarely performed by itself (see Appendix D.) 

The speaker, a nameless female, opens the piece by stating “I didn’t expect to 

see you here, I mean…outside smoking. I’m more of a Nicorette girl these days…I’m 

joking.” This line establishes the fact that she is speaking to someone near her, 

someone with whom she shares a previous relationship. While the audience never sees 

this third-party, they are made constantly aware of his or her existence. The 

accompaniment in “Anyway” is intended to be mostly guitar and translates poorly to 

                                                
26 “Lowdermilk,” Kerrigan, accessed May 10, 2019, http://kerrigan-
lowdermilk.com/index.php, 1. 
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piano; the arpeggiated figures beneath the vocal line stay fairly central and tend not to 

stray from the tonic, a sign that the speaker is trying to remain close to the things in 

life that she is most familiar with as her mind becomes cloudy with grief. She employs 

a melismatic phrase on the word “sure” that then sequences up a major third and 

repeats. This gives the illusion that the speaker has trailed off or is mumbling to 

themself, unaware of the judgement or curiosity of their listener. She goes on to say 

“I’ve been thinking that somehow, the timing seems false. Like, somedays seem faster 

than my fucking pulse. And others go so slow, like this morning seems like a month 

ago.” The words “false” and “fucking pulse” are rhythmically separated from their 

melodic lines, alluding to a stilted speech pattern during which a person might stop 

and start due to emotional distress or their inability to communicate a clear thought. 

Lowdermilk employs text painting on the phrase “so slow,” employing augmentation 

of the rhythmic figure to draw emphasis to the line and explain how slow the days can 

seem when a person is grieving. The speaker suddenly changes thematic directions 

and begins to talk about the teenagers who insistently draw graffiti on the L-train; her 

anger over this issue is a classic case of transference and she speaks of the artists 

almost pityingly, saying, “It’s like they know their odds. If they’re gonna die young, 

they better live like gods.” She elongates the word “gods” and uses a melismatic 

descending pattern in the highest register of her voice, allowing her grief over her 

friend’s death and her realization that youth is fleeting to pour out of her in this 

repetitive melodic figure. She comes out of this melisma as though she had never 

become emotional and mumbles, “anyway, I’m not doing anything, I’m not helping or 

cleaning, I’m not even crying, I’m not doing anything. She’d be so god damn helpful, 
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well fuck her for dying.” Lowdermilk very carefully sets “fuck” apart with a melodic 

accent, as though needing to express that this character is so far gone in her own 

devastation that she is beyond the ability to employ polite text.  

Kerrigan and Lowdermilk paint a very clear picture of anger as it relates to 

grief. While Coalhouse mourned Sarah’s death in Ragtime, his grief manifested in the 

need to go out and create change, whereas the speaker in Tales from the Bad Years 

seems to have reached a point of emotional paralysis and stagnation. This illustrates 

the point that anger can motivate grief in a mobile or stationary way, depending on the 

onlooker and their circumstances.   

 
Death from the Perspective of One Who Seeks Suicide 
 
 The songs in this section are being delivered by a character who is actively 

seeking to end their life through suicide. This could refer to a person who has decided 

their fate, or to one who is entertaining the idea, perhaps with a degree of uncertainty.  

 
 “Whoever You Are, I Love You” 
 
 Promises, Promise premiered on Broadway in 1968 and featured a lush score 

by Burt Bacharach, whose pop career had skyrocketed him to fame in the late 50’s. 

Combined with the popularity of The Apartment, the film upon which the musical was 

based, Promises, Promises was predisposed to be a hit. Songs from the show were 

excerpted and recorded by Dionne Warwick, who was instrumental in bringing 

attention to both the show and the soundtrack, which would go on to earn a Grammy.   

 Musicals in the 1960s had departed from the pithy subject matter of the 40’s 

and 50’s to pursuit a more emotionally rich vein of thematic complexity. Whereas 
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musicals in the early twentieth century were often explorations in friendship or love, 

musicals in the 60’s and 70’s tended to discuss the pain of unrequited love, 

discrimination, or social injustice.  

 In keeping with this trend, Promises, Promises sees Fran, a woman who has 

been cheated on and mistreated by a man named Sheldrake. Early in the second act, 

Fran has grown tired of this pain and swallows an entire bottle of sleeping pills, 

hoping to end her life. Though she is saved by friends at the eleventh hour, she spends 

the rest of the show in emotional turmoil and eventually ends her relationship.27  

 Fran sings a song called “Whoever You Are, I love You,” as she decides 

whether or not to take the sleeping pills (see Appendix E.) A melodic pattern in the 

beginning of the accompaniment foreshadows Fran’s suicide attempt, altering a 

previous pattern by one half step to insinuate that something that was once true in the 

score has now shifted; the original pattern of “5-3-5-3-5-7-5-3” becomes “5-3-5-3-5-

b7-5-3.” Bacharach’s use of this mixolydian figure and rampant use of major seventh 

chords increases the ethereal and mysterious nature of the piece, which symbolizes 

Fran’s delusions as she waxes poetic on Sheldrake’s supposed love for her. She goes 

on to sing a soaring melody on the phrase “but whoever you are, deep down, wherever 

you are,” but grows diminutive and small as she continues, “whoever you are, I love 

you.” This second phrase ends on the second scale degree and creates a sense that the 

thought is unfinished, utilizing a half cadence to draw the listener’s attention forward 

                                                
27 Ben Brantley, “Back in the '60s: Let's Tryst Again,” The New York Times (The 
New York Times, April 25, 2010), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/26/theater/reviews/26promises .html, 1. 
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towards the return of the A-section. Fran repeats the same words that she spoke at the 

beginning of the piece: “Sometimes you are eyes look blue to me, but I know they’re 

really green.” She repeats this phrase slowly and quietly, realizing that she does not 

truly know the man that she is in love with. Driven over the edge by this thought, she 

swallows the bottle of sleeping pills and lays back on the bed as the b7 melody from 

the original A-repeats itself, as though reminding the audience that they were warned.  

 
 “Edges of the World” 
 
 Whereas Fran seemed to come upon the idea of suicide spontaneously, Bruce 

Bechdel had been entertaining the thought of suicide for months, and maybe even 

years, before he stepped intentionally in front of a bus in June of 1980. This fact is 

made evident in the “tragicomic” Memoirs by Alison Bechdel, a work that would later 

give birth to the Tony-award-winning Broadway musical Fun Home.  

 Alison Bechdel, a pioneer in queer literature, is responsible not only for 

Memoirs, but for the Bechdel test, a list of criteria through which a person can 

determine if a movie or TV-show is queer-friendly by way of representation. 

Bechdel’s life is laid bare in Fun Home, a musical that explains the events leading up 

to her father’s death and, more prevalently, her life as a young girl in her family’s 

funeral parlor and subsequent queer experiences in college. Bechdel’s piece addresses 

death from many perspectives, but this document will focus on Bruce’s pre-death 

soliloquy, “Edges of the World” (see Appendix F.) 

 Bruce, a historian with a proclivity for restoring the Victorian architecture so 

popular in rural Pennsylvania, is walking the halls of a house he has just purchased, 
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eager to begin the restoration process. He asks himself, “why am I standing here?” as 

though he has forgotten what brought him to the house in the first place. The score 

denotes a repeating pentatonic pattern that is given no rhythmic values and is intended 

to repeat at the tempo of the players’ choice until Bruce says “older.” This culmination 

of polyrhythms is intended to confuse and antagonize the listener, much in the way 

that both Bruce’s depression and homosexuality confuse and antagonize him. The 

piece goes through both a key and feel change, transitioning to 2/2 time and f-minor. 

Despite this key change, the melodic pattern in the soprano tonicizes to c-minor and 

does not make its new key apparent until the fourth measure of the figure when Bruce 

enters on an F3. Bruce continues to sing in 2/2 until the music specifies that the singer 

should adopt a slower, steadier 2 pattern as he says, “But when the sunlight hits the 

parlor wall at certain times of day, I see how fine this house could be, I see it so damn 

clear.” This phrase is an allusion to Bruce’s own life, which he has never been able to 

live with clarity because of his closeted homosexuality. At time when Bruce is able to 

truly express himself, he sees “so damn clear” how “fine” he could be. As Bruce turns 

his attention back to the house’s many flaws, the music adopts the primo tempo and 

once again becomes agitated and quick. Bruce slips in and out of lucid moments, 

alternately realizing both the benefits and shortcomings of the house in a pattern that 

directly mimics the behavior of one suffering from bipolar disorder. As his mental 

illness reaches its climax, Bruce begins speaking a suicide note aloud, addressing his 

daughter Alison directly and questioning again “why am I standing here?” But Bruce 

is now referencing the road, where he has unknowingly wandered to over the course of 
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the song. The piece ends on a dissonant mixed interval chord, which sounds across the 

string section and mimics the blaring of a truck horn.  

 Despite the fact that Bruce’s suicide attempt is foreshadowed many times over 

the course of Fun Home, his mental state at the time of his suicide seems much more 

dissonant than that of Fran, who seems almost sadly at ease with her decision to kill 

herself. This comparison illuminates two wildly different perspectives on the subject 

of suicide and barely scratches the surface of what someone suffering from mental 

illness can experience at the time of a delusion.  
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CHAPTER III 
 

EXPLANATION OF THE ORIGINAL SONG CYCLE 
 
 In an effort to further understand and contextualize death, I have written an 

original song cycle that explores mortality through the three perspectives specified in 

the above study. This song cycle is written for contralto, cello, and piano, but a lower-

voiced mezzo soprano could be substituted. 

 

 Mom 

The first of these pieces, “Mom” examines the feelings of a daughter who is 

attempting to process the death of her mother, who was a dominant figure in her 

mental and emotional life. Mother begins with a musical introduction meant to mimic 

parlor music, a type of readily accessible and playable music popularized by Stephen 

Foster in the early twentieth century.28 This mimicry diverges, however, with the 

introduction of a spacious quintal chord in the second measure, which repeats again in 

the sixth ; just as the b7 alerts the audience to Fran’s potential mental breakdown in 

the beginning of “Whoever You Are, I Love You,” this musical space inside an idiom 

that is usually closely harmonized foreshadows the song’s tumult.  

The spare harmonic textures of mm. 7-8 signal a musical beat change that will 

take both the listener and singer from a place of simplistic parlor music to the darker, 

memory-based themes of the A-section. The singer explains that her mother was “born 

                                                
28 John Tasker Howard and Fletcher Hodges, Stephen Foster: America's Troubadour 
(New York, NY: Tudor Pub. Co., 1939), 66. 
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at a difficult time, after the war but before all the fun.” This implies that her mother 

was born sometime after WWII but before the fun of the 1960’s and 70’s. The lyrics 

reveal that her mother, a straight-laced person with a high level of moral and personal 

etiquette, relegated much of the girl’s young life to the study of English and dancing, 

pursuits that did not interest her. The singer continually elongates and emphasizes the 

word “she,” which refers not only to the singer’s mother, but to the singer herself and 

to womankind as a whole. The song modulates to c-minor, taking on a more 

antiquated feel as the girl remembers her mother’s death at the hand of cancer. She 

says, “barely living but barely beyond,” referencing the purgatory state that 

chemotherapy patients can linger in for some months before ultimately passing away. 

This text is set over a spare, classical accompaniment that uses its simplicity to 

infantilize the concept of losing a parent; while many would consider a parent’s death 

to be the plight of a grown child, the singer has taken on the emotional earmarks of a 

child and is unable to process her mother’s death with any high-level maturity. This is 

made evident as she ushers in the final chorus, a driving rock-beat rife with b5 and #6 

scale degrees. She sings “not a consequence of real life, not the cause of her death,” 

revealing that the singer believes that her mother’s hard-edged nature was a symptom 

of mental illness. The song ends with the repeated motif: “she, she,” and the audience 

becomes unable to tell to whom the singer is now referring.  
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The Light 

“The Light” takes on a much different insouciance than “Mom,” approaching 

the archaic idea of a light at the end of the tunnel to show how one woman works 

through the possibility that she is dead and that the afterlife is approaching. It beings 

with a voice and cello duet that borrows a mixolydian melody and chord structure to 

emphasize the openness of the great beyond. The singer says “warm, wide, shallow 

and calm,” speaking of death as though it were the shoreline of a body of water, and 

goes on to describe the physical feeling of the heavenly plane when she appears to 

suddenly awaken and observes the audience with wide eyes. A cabaret 

accompaniment begins in the piano and the cello take on a playful pizzicato pattern to 

alert the audience to the humor of the situation. The singer then begins to actualize her 

experience, making a vocal list of all that she can see and hear, beginning with: “the 

air is ringing with a ghostly choir, singing songs about the holy fire, John the 

Revelator is a freakin’ liar,” etc. She continues to end her phrases with the phrase “if 

this is Heaven I don’t wanna be dead.” The singer then begins to make a list of things 

that she expected to find in Heaven, including Jelly Bellies, whiskey sours, and 

Starbucks.. Before she can finish her list, the cello/vocal theme from the introduction 

interrupts and the singer becomes entranced, speaking again of the warm, wide 

expanse of space. She is able to cut herself off and return to her earthly delights twice 

more before the accompaniment and cello/vocal themes become integrated and she is 

only able to sing of how warm and wide the afterlife will be, all in the jazzy pattern 

from the B-section. This symbolizes the integration of the physical life and the 
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afterlife, which satisfies both the singer’s longing for earth and her desire to seek the 

new frontier.  

Amen 

 The final song in the set, “Amen” explores a woman’s abusive relationship 

with her father and subsequent romantic relationship with a woman as her delusions 

manifest in a deep need to part with the mortal world and seek the company of her 

God in the afterlife. The piano accompaniment is written in A-major but takes on the 

melancholic spirit of the singer, who is plagued by her mental illness but unable to 

break free of its hold. The vocal pattern in this song is very textual and the dialogue is 

concentrated, much like Bruce’s fervent ramblings in “Edges of the World.” The 

singer begins by saying, “My father held me on the holidays, but never in between; I 

understood it in a sad and distant way. As though my body were a calendar, my father 

standing by, crossing off my days.” The phrase “crossing off my days” ends on a 

melodic decline that belays the singer’s resignation over her father’s control over her 

life. The singer goes on to explain that her father had taught her to seek the guidance 

of the Old Testament. As the girl continues to mumble these long, almost vomited 

phrases about her father’s mysterious nature, she erupts into one long drawn out 

phrase, exclaiming, “But she whispers peace and mercy on my skin,” insinuating that 

when she is not experiencing paranoid delusions brought on by her father’s abuse, she 

is in a loving relationship with another woman.  

 In a moment of lucidity, not unlike Bruce’s in Fun Home, the singer waxes 

poetic on her relationship with her partner, saying that “The Song of Solomon is 

written in her eyes.” When this manic elation comes to an end, the singer is again 
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drawn into a moment of deep depression, highlighted by the spare nature of the 

accompaniment. She explains that she’s learned to “calculate her happiness by 

movements of the clock,” as though she is only allowed a certain amount of joy per 

minute. She ultimately decides that her mental illness will bring her partner nothing 

but pain and decides in one long, melismatic phrase to end her life, leaving her partner 

to grieve.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 

THE ORIGINAL SONG CYCLE 
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CONCLUSION 

 Death can take on many forms and perspectives, but remains homogenous 

across its many contexts: regardless of the perspective one takes, death is still a 

mystery to the mortal world. Reflection, mimicry, and fantasy are just some of the 

ways through which mankind has examined the mysterious arena of death and the one 

unifying condition shared by all human beings: their mortality. Art and music can only 

help to nuance the human understanding of death as mankind continues to search for 

answers, fervently wondering just How Glory Goes.  
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